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MOST PEOPLE GO TO WORK WITH ENERGY THEY DO NOT USE …
BE EXTRAORDINARY

The Human Fit™ for Purpose experience which Royall offers, is a bespoke 1-2-1 experience which creates holding space to enable one 
to uncover their individual purpose within the organisation.  
Offering tools, guidance, motivation, and structure to deliver a truly attractive, authentic, and articulate personal brand story both on 
and off-line. 

A FUTURE MEMORY
Imagine what it would be like to look back on a year where you not only out-performed all of your targets, not only won those awards 
you wanted to win (for the second year in a row!), not only produced powerful work for wonderful clients, but did all of this ‘on 
purpose’. 

And it had become a shared purpose, a reason for being beyond work itself. A purpose rooted in people and born out of the vitality 
that inevitably flowed, when you made that initial decision to create a safe and purpose-full place, in which potential can flourish. 

A place built around ‘purposeful potential’ and deliberately designed to access and incubate its creative force. A place that recognises 
that the potency of any organisation, and the fulfilment of any ambition, becomes inevitable when its reason for being, its core 
purpose, is to allow the vitality within all of us to flow freely in pursuit of a common cause. 

Envisage what it would be like to remember that moment when you decided to ‘make a real difference’. The moment when you 
realised that your role as a Leader was to help others be the best that they can be, by creating an organisation in which the vital flow 
of purposeful potential was its life blood, and where legacy can be born. 

It was through that decision that you left behind the pragmatic world of ‘what’ and ‘how’ in which your competitors compete, and 
explored instead the world of why, the world of purposeful potential where anything and everything we choose to create can be 
made to manifest. What a manifesto! 
It turned out to be a manifesto that created a place of alchemy and co-creation. A place where talent incubates and flourishes, 
nourished by its own appetite for authentic purpose.  A place that reaches far beyond the work, the clients and their customers to 
touch that deeper part in all of us. 

Looking back now from this future memory, on all you achieved in making it come true, you can clearly see that it wasn’t what you 
did, or even how you did it… it was why. It was your purpose, the guiding light that lit everyone in the business and around the 
business, from the inside out. 

‘Purposeful potential’ was the beacon to which this success was inevitably attracted. 

HOW YOU MADE IT HAPPEN 
So, what happened? How did you create a place of purposeful potential? 

You chose to partner with Royall to co-create the perfect process and program for your specific needs. Whilst it took courage to be 
a pioneer, it meant that you had a huge amount of added value, and expertise uncompromisingly focused on shaping the ideas 
and insights into a programme and platform perfectly crafted to precisely meet your needs – and the greatest route to exponential 
success.  

DO IT ON “PURPOSE” 
WHATS YOUR STORY?
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From the start, the way points on the journey were clearly defined: 
1. Leadership 
2. Purpose  
3. Potential 

LEADERSHIP  
The journey began when you set aside some time to discover your own Leadership story.   

You took a deep dive into your own world – to rediscover your passion, ambition and review your direction of travel.  

You created the space and took the time to reflect on YOU.  What was right in your career and where improvements mattered … and 
to review the many facets making up your world at that moment in time … your life at work, at home and most importantly, what 
was and wasn’t working for you.  Through a guided process, you took responsibility to stop, listen in and reflect on your own needs, 
wants, desires and passions.  You set aside time to complete the process, to contemplate your story and what’s next?   

Now you acknowledge that defining your Leadership story, was a critical moment in time.  This way point went on to influence and 
determine your current success having reached your definition of purpose and you made a promise to yourself.   

By crystallising your extraordinary self into the creation of your own unique Brand You – Your Leadership story, you were able to 
articulate clearly and with passion, your purpose and direction of travel and most importantly your destination point, not just the 
organisation’s. 

This was followed by a shift in how you defined your Leadership role in your business, and equally as importantly, whose job it was: 

Leadership’s role is to help others be the best that they can be; it is the highest calling of leadership. Leadership is everyone’s job, and 
the organisations with the most leaders are the most successful. 

The most effective way of cultivating these leadership behaviours was to use the most effective learning modality we human beings 
have; role models. You began by creating role models of purposeful leadership in two ways: 
I. Purposeful Leaders II. Multi-layered Leadership 
I. Purposeful Leaders  

The senior leaders in the business became role models of Purposeful Leadership as they began to explore the truths of how we 
human beings work when we are at our extraordinary best. This led them to understating three things: 

a) We all contain within us, and around us all of the resources we require to achieve whatever goals we set ourselves; 
b) The key to unlocking and aligning those resources is clarity of purpose; 
c) The primary purpose of Leadership is to help others be the best that they can be. 

Multi-layered Leadership, Organisations who recognise that Leadership is not hierarchical and therefore incubate Leaders throughout 
the business, are those that achieve the great success.  

Knowing this from the ‘Purposeful Leadership’ work, you embarked on a process of identifying role models of leadership at every 
level, function, and geography of the business. You put in place a mentoring scheme and group coaching programmes to support the 
congruent creation of true Multi-layered Leadership. The primary purpose of this layer of leadership was again to help others to be 
the best that they can be. 

HUMAN FIT™ FOR PURPOSE-DRIVEN LEADERSHIP
Having planted the seeds of a culture of ubiquitous leadership, focused on helping others to be the best that they can be, the journey 
continued on into its second phase. 

This was the more tangible phase, the ‘why’ of your purpose and that of the ‘business’. The process followed a well-trodden path for 
moving people toward the achievement of a shared and focused purpose. Engage, Align, Elicit. 

- Engage people with their own deeper personal purpose, and the organisation with its; 
- Align individual purpose with the authentically identified and co-created shared purpose of the organisation; 
- Elicit the behaviours that are a congruent expression of shared purpose. 

HUMAN POTENTIAL 
Then you were ready to take a deep dive into the abundant riches that lie in the third phase. 

Making full use of an ‘Instruction Manual of Extraordinary Human Achievement’, you used shared-purpose as the key to unlock the 
deep levels of personal and collective potential. You were careful to conduct this expedition within the context of people’s ‘whole life’ 
not just their work life. 
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In fact, on this treasure hunt you discovered that by putting the emphasis deliberately outside of work and career, the prospecting 
for golden nuggets of resourcefulness mined the richest of veins.  In inevitable reciprocity, each individual gladly brought their new-
found riches back into the business to help each other in whatever way they could achieve their shared purpose. 

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? 
So, what happens next? How do you make this future memory become your own true story that just hasn’t been told yet? Well, you 
realised that you are the author of this story and your fingers are on the keyboard of what happens next, and so you wrote it into 
reality! 

As our desire is to help you be the best that you can be, and to co-create this story with you, our suggestion would be to set aside 
some time, to explore your own Leadership story.

Royall has developed options to help you uncover your unique selling points, as a purpose-driven leader to…
“attract, develop and engage”

1) Let your Talent Shine!  1-2-1 personal branding - Light Touch –  Hominum Vitae
2) What’s your Leadership Story?  1-2-1 personal branding - Deep Dive -  Hominum Vitae or Bio
3) Human Fit™ for Purpose-driven Leadership –  Employer Branding – Group Activity


